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BARK - protective barrier

PHLOEM - transports sugars from photosynthesis down to the roots

CAMBIUM - growthwood layer

XYLEM/SAPWOOD - transports water and minerals up to the leaves

HEARTWOOD - holds the stability and rigidity of the tree
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Eight Tops Tree

Put two 4 inch nails in 
the tree at the height 

where you want the 
structure. And while 

holding the board i pla-
ce, but a third nail at 
over it to secure the 

tilting. 

Drill a hole through the 
plank all the way to the 
bark, maybe a 6 mm wide. 

Now you have your points 
of entry for your at-
tachments in the tree.

Drill a hole with an 8 
mm in diameter in the 
tree, and enlarge the 

holes in the studs to 12 
mm to make room for the 

screw pins.

Remove everything and 
start putting the screw-

pins into the tree. 
Using a pipe wrench hel-

ps beacause a living 
tree has a very high 

density, and that makes 
it really tough.

Every screw pin also 
needs 3 metal disks, 
something to hold the 
distance to the tree, 
preferably a metal pipe 
sawed in to 2 cm pieces. 
And a 12 mm nut at the 

end.

Put the studs back up, 
try to get them on le-
vel, and screw them to-
gether with two of the 
80 mm long, 6 mm wide 

outdoor screws. 

Now it is time for the 
supporting stilts, saw 
them as shown in the 
illustration, and hold 
them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 
start with the decking 

of the floor. 

If you saw the planks up 
with a bit of a margin 
it is easier to put them 
in place. Now you need 
to think about keeping a 
reasonable air-flow  in 
the construction. Screw 
the wood in with deck-
ing screws with a gap of 

about 1 cm. 

Finally use a jigsaw, 
and cut away the edges 
to create the shape you 
want on your platform.  

screws:

screws pin:

angle iron

Do the same thing on the 
other three sides, amke 
sure you leave a distan-
ce of a couple of cen-
timeters to the tree. 
Now you should have a 
square around the tree. 
Fix them together with 
a screw in each of the 

joining points.

The ladders are made 
by cutting out notches 
in the siderails, like 

this:

Measure by using the 
parts for the steps with 
a distance of about 30 

cm apart.

Secure them with one 
screw, and watch out so 

they do not crack.

Except for timber, you 
also need:

- hammer and 4 inch nails
- screwdriver
- drilling machine
- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:
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The tree house manual: To build a tree house like mine, you need 
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better than fast growing trees - the slow 
growth rate gives denser wood. 

Different types 
of tree houses:
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WHY A TREEHOUSE?

Where I grew up, all the trees had their own 
names. They where individuals with different 
properties and characteristics.

The trees where both living and creators of 
space. They where, in a sence, architecture. It 
was like the hole area where I used to live, was 
filled with landmarks made only for us.

We only had a couple of neighbors, other than 
that it was the forest and the fields that bor-
dered our land.

Some of the trees had a higher value than oth-
ers. One tall pine tree for example, became a 
castle, with its high hanging branches, which 
created a large room underneath. (no.4)

Another tree, must have gotten hurt by maybe 
another tree fallling down a long time ago, and 
pulling parts of the tree with it. This spruce 

pine then held a number of different rooms. A 
basemnet on the ground. A living room, higher 
up. And a staircase on branches leading up in 
a spiral around the tree. Close to the top, the 
tower made for a great view. (no.5)

Next to that tree, was another good climbing 
tree. An ash with the lowest branch just within 
reach. One day, I fell down from that tree. A 
couple of years later, the tree died from our 
grazing sheep eating up the bark around 
the trunk. Today it still lies there, dead on the 
ground. (no.11)

Some of the trees on our site, made for or-
dinary functions like bearers of a swing, a 
hammock. Shading. Branches with fruits and 
flowers. But the trees with hidded functions 
had much more of a personality.

When I got a couple of years older, I used to 
play a computor game called MYST. It is an ex

citing puzzle game, where you try to find your 
way around an island, finding passwords and 
codes in different books around the place. 

My favorite level in the game, was the tree 
world.  That area went through a kind of a 
maze up amongst  the tree tops. It seemed like 
an abandoned village up there. With huts and 
houses with hanging bridges in between.

 A magical place which I wanted to experience 
for real.

A place for contemplation, and adventure.

THE DREAM

The dream of owning a treehouse, never left. 
When it was time to choose a theme for a my 
degree project I realized that I could utilise my 
childhood worlds to try something out in full 
scale.

What decisions will I make about the archi-
tecture in this, very specific, challange? When 
does it become architecture? Will I be able to 
do it all by myself? Will the buidling process 
challange and restrain me, or will I get new per-
spectives and a creative boost from it? What  
effect willl my economy and the time aspect 
have on the project? How personal, and how 
public can I make the process of my degree 
project? These were questions that I wanted 
to figure out an answer to.

That is when I started researching treehouses, 
and the construction of trees.

 

  

INSPIRATION AND RESEARCH

There are many different types of tree houses out there. 
Here are some examples….

In Costa Rica an eco-village was came to be as a way 
of saving parts of the rain forest. In the most extreme 
way of ”tree-hugging” the people responsible bought a 
piece of land and started building residential tree hou-
ses. Now the village works almost as a retreat for people 
who want to get away from busy city life, to work and 
live among the trees.

In Papua New Guinea there is a tribe called Korowai 
who lives in treehouses on stilts in the forest. They clear 
the area around the tree house and use that material to 
construct their buildings on top of some of the strong 
and fire safe hardwood trees available. The safety from 
rivaling tribes and flooding are the main reasons for the, 
live in the trees.

The japanese architect Terunobi Fujimori have built a 
couple of tree houses. Standing on top of trunks, the tre-
es are not living anymore but the houses look very ru-

ral, athe most famouse one being the Too Tall Tea Hou-
se, which utiles hight as part of the tea ritual, instead of 
having to crawl into the tea house, you climb up narrow 
ladders.

The American treehouse tradition seem to have more 
of a summer lodge, compact living, outdoors feel. Many 
of the buidlings look like regular houses, only lifted up 
between or around trees.

The Swedish examples I looked at are for example Hotell 
Hackspett (Hotel Woodpecker) which looks like a typical 
small red swedish cottage, but way up in a large tree. 
THe tree Hotell up north ahve many different types of 
tree houses, all design by architects and artists as a way 
to create a diverse tree house hotel village. 

While that project is an impressing one, the inspiration 
for it was Jonas Selberg Augustséns documentary the 
Tree Lover. In which he also builds a tree house. 

HOW TO

Many large treehouses are supported by several trees, 
and in order to make a construction in a  work properly 
there are a couple things you need to consider:

Because trees are living, growing entities, you need 
to ably a certain kind of method to the attachment of 
the house to the tree. If you are using more than one 
tree, there have to e joints in the construction. Trees 
are strong, and will probably not break during a storm. 
Instead it would surely break your house if you did not 
allow for it to move.

In my case I decided to work around only one tree. A 
tall individual with a diameter of over 50 centimeters 
at the base. There are no branches within reach, and 
no way to climb th tree without ladders or some kind 
of scaffolding. I estimated the tree to be around 15 me-
ters tall. And with a nearby standing building reaching 
around four meters from the ground, I wanted to come 
up above the roof and above every other house around. 
I wanted to reach the branches, to connect to the crown 
of the tree.

After talking to Jonas about his experience with building 
a tree house. I started to form my own oppinions on 
why and how to make my project possible. 

The tree exists in virtually every culture around the 
world, as an important symbol. Religious practises of-
ten talk about the tree of life. Trees are life-giving in how 
they provide both food for animals and fruit for humans, 
aswell as buidling material for housing. Shade and cover 
from sun and rain.  The most basic form of shelter - a 
tree trunk with the enclosing crown.

I believe many of us today need to be closer to nature 
than we usually are today. In sweden the relationship 
to the forest and the landscape around us have always 
been important, we have the Allemansrätten, and long 
traditions of hanging out close to water, meadows, and 
hills. But the more we move into cities and get away 
from nature, the distance it creates make for a longing 
and perhaps many of us need to be out there more.

I also talked to an Arborist about the actual tree I wanted 
to build in, in what way I could build, that would not hurt 
the tree, or not hurt it too much.

As many of you probably know the tree is protected by 
the bark. It creates a barrier that protects the stem aga-
inst water loss, the invasion of insects into the stem, and 
prevents infections by bacteria and fungal spores. 

All the important flows of water and transport of nut-
rients occur just underneath this layer. The trunk sup-
ports the crown with water and minerals, and the pho-
tosynthesis in the leaves supports the root with energy, 
and the air with oxygen.

If you injure the protective bark all the way around the 
tree, you are at the risk of killing it. Smaller holes are 
much less invasive than putting a collar or a structure 
thightly around any part of a tree. The tree also heals 
itself if injured, the bark grows over, as long as it stays 
untouched.

Making it an easy decision using screws instead of suf-
focating the tree, I also knew that the most rational way 
of building now wood be using a wooden structure, 
with metal screws and metal disks separating the living 
tree from the dead wood. Keeping the bark fresh while 
staying away from its surface.

BUILDING PROCESS

To be able to manage the construction on my own, I 
secured the pieces with nails before I drilled and out in 
the Screw pins, I found in Norrtälje. I kept a distance to 
the tree, to enable additional growth of the tree. 

The four different boards connect into the tree, and into 
each other, locking them together. But to give the plat-
form extra stability I also out a supporting piece in a 45 
degree angle from halfway out the console and against 
the tree.

The higher up I go in the tree, the scarier it gets. I used a 
harness and climbing equipment to secure myself, and 
not fall down on the rocks below.

When starting the building process I first of all I needed 
to clear the site. There were other trees far to close to 
my big pine tree, that needed to be taken down. This 
took a couple of days, and then the cleaning up after, 
gathering branches and cutting treetrunks, was hard 
work.

The different levels then came to produce different 
needs. 

The first level, I was able to stand on the ground. I could 
experiment and sketch while building. The surface to 
stand on was endless. Tools close at hand and supp-
lies near by. The weather was cold, with snow on the 
ground, but I managed to put up a basic sstructure at 
about 1,5 meters from ground level.

Finishing the first platform was an important step in the 
process. Feeling that the project might actually be suc-
cesfull.

The second platform however, came to be a bit more 
difficult. I was now standing on the small platform, buil-
ding the next one.  The tree trunk is strong and hard to 
drill into, making me sure that it was going to be able to 
support a building of the type I was imagining. Platform 
two connected about 1,7 meters above platform one. I 
also constructed small wooden ladders that would be-
come the staircase for my house. 

At this time, around easter, I had an accident with a 
handsaw. Had to go to the emergency room and get 
four stitches in my left thumb. This slowed down the 
process, and I had to take a break frome building at least 
ten days.

Platform three sits just about five meters from the 
ground. I am starting to feel the hight. And need to be 
extra carefull not to drop anything or fall down myself. 
The speed of constructing is much slower now. I keep 
doubting myself and the project as a whole. Will I be 
able to finish?

THE ARCHITECTURE 

With platform three done, I started sketching again. I 
had no idea what I wanted the house to look like. I knew 
it needed openings for viewing the surroundings in 
different directions. I knew that the basic construction 
used below could also be used for the platform of the 
house, even though it might need larger boards to span 
a longer distance from the tree. The trunk is only about 
35 centimeters in diameter up there, almost 7 meters 
from the ground.

The shapes and the movement in what I had built, wor-
ked as a spiral staircase. Each level turning with the next 
ladder, moving around the tree and climbing at the 
same time. the triangular form and that it was up in the 
air reminded me of a pinwheel. Maybe i could connect 
that to the house aswell?

Eary on I desided to work with tar to preserve the wood 
in my structure, But did not want it to be only tar, so the 
way I painted it made the lower level darker and the top 
levels lighter, using different amounts of solvent.

I knew this place would be a small space, after a tricky 
climb up the ladders, the room should feel safer and of-
fer different qualities when it came to light and air. You 
should feel close to nature, at the same time you could 
use the space as a viewing place from a distance. It could 
become a sort of landmark. And it should be intriguing 
to look at.

As an architect you often work in a birds view, and now I 
would actually create something at the level of the birds 
living around the site. What would it communicate?

Finally I would like to add that it is tricky to be both your 
own designer, builder and client. The project always felt 
very personal and almost private. But I tried to make 
more public, blogging the process, and also getting the 
feeling that everyone I talked to about the project se-
emed to also want a tree house. The childhood dream is 
still very much alove in all of us.

Approximate costs for the project:

Bauhaus      8200 kr
Beijers     300 kr
Northern Nature Energy  1000 kr
Biltema    200 kr

Landstinget Uppsala + Stockholm 450 kr
Train/bus    800 kr

Total:    (SEK) 10 950 kr
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Me, about 5 years old.

Myst, the tree world. Myst, the tree world. Tree house in Papua New Guinea, of the Korowai people. Tree house village in Costa Rica. The Nest, one of the builldings at the Tree House Point, Seattle.The site, Ängsvaktartorp, between Uppsala and Knivsta. Model for tree house in the Tree Lover, by Jonas Selberg AugustsénToo High Tea House, by Terunobi Fujimori The birdsnest and the mirror cube part of the Tree Hotels in Harads March 21: Trying out stability on the first platfom. Construction of the floor. The pipe wrench needed to get the screw pins in the tree. View of the construction from underneath Climbing and building April 24th: Platform 3 almost done.

February 5th: Working hard on clearing up the site. House sketches. Movements and roof openingIn the middle is my pine tree, before we cut down the trees around.

Beautiful weather while drilling holes, where the next platform should be.

May 14th: Testing the size of the platform for the house. Building wall sections on top. Carrying floor base up the tree Platform 4, floor for the house - finished Covering the walls and figuring out openings and windows Roof sections and walls are done Lifting up the walls Looking down the access hatch Roof flaps in place! Roof mechanism in place - works kind of like an umbrella.

View from the forest.

The house

Wall flaps open.

The tree house with one wall flap open May 28th: Tree house done!

Hotell Hackspett

1 2 3 4 5

April 6th 2015:
Sawing my left 

thumb with a hand 
saw . 4 stitches at the 

emergency room. 

KLARA ÖSTLUND

THE TREE HOUSE 
CHALLENGE?

thetreehouseprojectblog.wordpress.com

To be truly rooted in my final degree project, I 
decided to go back to something that fascinated 
me as a child; To live among the trees. 

I remember trees standing out as individuals, as 
landmarks, and as architecture.

Cultures all around the world displays importan-
ce in their relationship to trees, be it a source for 
shelter, food, symbolic references or playing as a 
child.

This project explores the actual building process, 
when constructing something in a living tree. It 
turns into both a physical and mental challange. 

This project is divided into two main modes; (1) a 
research activity, and (2) a building action. 

The method is almost an intuitive one, being in 
the tree, at the construction site, as I both come 
up with design concepts, metaphores and phy-
sical solutions for the project.

The conclusions are both sketches and real so-
lutions as much as the actual final tree house ex-
perience. 

You are all welcome to come and visit the site, 
10 km south of Uppsala, where it sits at about 7 
meters from the ground in an old pine tree.

Studio 1, supervised by: 
Anders Berenson

Ebba Hallin
Johan Paju 

Trees I remember:

View down over the fields

View over the buildings

View into the forest

The movement up the tree.
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other three sides, amke 
sure you leave a distan-
ce of a couple of cen-
timeters to the tree. 
Now you should have a 

square around the tree. 
Fix them together with 
a screw in each of the 

joining points.

The ladders are made 
by cutting out notches 
in the siderails, like 

this:

Measure by using the 
parts for the steps with 
a distance of about 30 

cm apart.

Secure them with one 
screw, and watch out so 

they do not crack.

Except for timber, you 
also need:

- hammer and 4 inch nails
- screwdriver
- drilling machine
- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:

Put two 4 inch nails in 
the tree at the height 

where you want the 
structure. And while 

holding the board i pla-
ce, but a third nail at 
over it to secure the 

tilting. 

Drill a hole through the 
plank all the way to the 
bark, maybe a 6 mm wide. 

Now you have your points 
of entry for your at-
tachments in the tree.

Drill a hole with an 8 
mm in diameter in the 
tree, and enlarge the 

holes in the studs to 12 
mm to make room for the 

screw pins.

Remove everything and 
start putting the screw-

pins into the tree. 
Using a pipe wrench hel-

ps beacause a living 
tree has a very high 

density, and that makes 
it really tough.

Every screw pin also 
needs 3 metal disks, 
something to hold the 
distance to the tree, 

preferably a metal pipe 
sawed in to 2 cm pieces. 
And a 12 mm nut at the 

end.

Put the studs back up, 
try to get them on le-
vel, and screw them to-
gether with two of the 
80 mm long, 6 mm wide 

outdoor screws. 

Now it is time for the 
supporting stilts, saw 
them as shown in the 

illustration, and hold 
them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 

start with the decking 
of the floor. 
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The tree house manual: To build a tree house like mine, you need 
a relatively straight and tall tree. Slow 
growing trees hold  an added structure 
better than fast growing trees - the slow 
growth rate gives denser wood. 

Different types 
of tree houses:
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WHY A TREEHOUSE?

Where I grew up, all the trees had their own 
names. They where individuals with different 
properties and characteristics.

The trees where both living and creators of 
space. They where, in a sence, architecture. It 
was like the hole area where I used to live, was 
filled with landmarks made only for us.

We only had a couple of neighbors, other than 
that it was the forest and the fields that bor-
dered our land.

Some of the trees had a higher value than oth-
ers. One tall pine tree for example, became a 
castle, with its high hanging branches, which 
created a large room underneath. (no.4)

Another tree, must have gotten hurt by maybe 
another tree fallling down a long time ago, and 
pulling parts of the tree with it. This spruce 

pine then held a number of different rooms. A 
basemnet on the ground. A living room, higher 
up. And a staircase on branches leading up in 
a spiral around the tree. Close to the top, the 
tower made for a great view. (no.5)

Next to that tree, was another good climbing 
tree. An ash with the lowest branch just within 
reach. One day, I fell down from that tree. A 
couple of years later, the tree died from our 
grazing sheep eating up the bark around 
the trunk. Today it still lies there, dead on the 
ground. (no.11)

Some of the trees on our site, made for or-
dinary functions like bearers of a swing, a 
hammock. Shading. Branches with fruits and 
flowers. But the trees with hidded functions 
had much more of a personality.

When I got a couple of years older, I used to 
play a computor game called MYST. It is an ex

citing puzzle game, where you try to find your 
way around an island, finding passwords and 
codes in different books around the place. 

My favorite level in the game, was the tree 
world.  That area went through a kind of a 
maze up amongst  the tree tops. It seemed like 
an abandoned village up there. With huts and 
houses with hanging bridges in between.

 A magical place which I wanted to experience 
for real.

A place for contemplation, and adventure.

THE DREAM

The dream of owning a treehouse, never left. 
When it was time to choose a theme for a my 
degree project I realized that I could utilise my 
childhood worlds to try something out in full 
scale.

What decisions will I make about the archi-
tecture in this, very specific, challange? When 
does it become architecture? Will I be able to 
do it all by myself? Will the buidling process 
challange and restrain me, or will I get new per-
spectives and a creative boost from it? What  
effect willl my economy and the time aspect 
have on the project? How personal, and how 
public can I make the process of my degree 
project? These were questions that I wanted 
to figure out an answer to.

That is when I started researching treehouses, 
and the construction of trees.

 

  

INSPIRATION AND RESEARCH

There are many different types of tree houses out there. 
Here are some examples….

In Costa Rica an eco-village was came to be as a way 
of saving parts of the rain forest. In the most extreme 
way of ”tree-hugging” the people responsible bought a 
piece of land and started building residential tree hou-
ses. Now the village works almost as a retreat for people 
who want to get away from busy city life, to work and 
live among the trees.

In Papua New Guinea there is a tribe called Korowai 
who lives in treehouses on stilts in the forest. They clear 
the area around the tree house and use that material to 
construct their buildings on top of some of the strong 
and fire safe hardwood trees available. The safety from 
rivaling tribes and flooding are the main reasons for the, 
live in the trees.

The japanese architect Terunobi Fujimori have built a 
couple of tree houses. Standing on top of trunks, the tre-
es are not living anymore but the houses look very ru-

ral, athe most famouse one being the Too Tall Tea Hou-
se, which utiles hight as part of the tea ritual, instead of 
having to crawl into the tea house, you climb up narrow 
ladders.

The American treehouse tradition seem to have more 
of a summer lodge, compact living, outdoors feel. Many 
of the buidlings look like regular houses, only lifted up 
between or around trees.

The Swedish examples I looked at are for example Hotell 
Hackspett (Hotel Woodpecker) which looks like a typical 
small red swedish cottage, but way up in a large tree. 
THe tree Hotell up north ahve many different types of 
tree houses, all design by architects and artists as a way 
to create a diverse tree house hotel village. 

While that project is an impressing one, the inspiration 
for it was Jonas Selberg Augustséns documentary the 
Tree Lover. In which he also builds a tree house. 

HOW TO

Many large treehouses are supported by several trees, 
and in order to make a construction in a  work properly 
there are a couple things you need to consider:

Because trees are living, growing entities, you need 
to ably a certain kind of method to the attachment of 
the house to the tree. If you are using more than one 
tree, there have to e joints in the construction. Trees 
are strong, and will probably not break during a storm. 
Instead it would surely break your house if you did not 
allow for it to move.

In my case I decided to work around only one tree. A 
tall individual with a diameter of over 50 centimeters 
at the base. There are no branches within reach, and 
no way to climb th tree without ladders or some kind 
of scaffolding. I estimated the tree to be around 15 me-
ters tall. And with a nearby standing building reaching 
around four meters from the ground, I wanted to come 
up above the roof and above every other house around. 
I wanted to reach the branches, to connect to the crown 
of the tree.

After talking to Jonas about his experience with building 
a tree house. I started to form my own oppinions on 
why and how to make my project possible. 

The tree exists in virtually every culture around the 
world, as an important symbol. Religious practises of-
ten talk about the tree of life. Trees are life-giving in how 
they provide both food for animals and fruit for humans, 
aswell as buidling material for housing. Shade and cover 
from sun and rain.  The most basic form of shelter - a 
tree trunk with the enclosing crown.

I believe many of us today need to be closer to nature 
than we usually are today. In sweden the relationship 
to the forest and the landscape around us have always 
been important, we have the Allemansrätten, and long 
traditions of hanging out close to water, meadows, and 
hills. But the more we move into cities and get away 
from nature, the distance it creates make for a longing 
and perhaps many of us need to be out there more.

I also talked to an Arborist about the actual tree I wanted 
to build in, in what way I could build, that would not hurt 
the tree, or not hurt it too much.

As many of you probably know the tree is protected by 
the bark. It creates a barrier that protects the stem aga-
inst water loss, the invasion of insects into the stem, and 
prevents infections by bacteria and fungal spores. 

All the important flows of water and transport of nut-
rients occur just underneath this layer. The trunk sup-
ports the crown with water and minerals, and the pho-
tosynthesis in the leaves supports the root with energy, 
and the air with oxygen.

If you injure the protective bark all the way around the 
tree, you are at the risk of killing it. Smaller holes are 
much less invasive than putting a collar or a structure 
thightly around any part of a tree. The tree also heals 
itself if injured, the bark grows over, as long as it stays 
untouched.

Making it an easy decision using screws instead of suf-
focating the tree, I also knew that the most rational way 
of building now wood be using a wooden structure, 
with metal screws and metal disks separating the living 
tree from the dead wood. Keeping the bark fresh while 
staying away from its surface.

BUILDING PROCESS

To be able to manage the construction on my own, I 
secured the pieces with nails before I drilled and out in 
the Screw pins, I found in Norrtälje. I kept a distance to 
the tree, to enable additional growth of the tree. 

The four different boards connect into the tree, and into 
each other, locking them together. But to give the plat-
form extra stability I also out a supporting piece in a 45 
degree angle from halfway out the console and against 
the tree.

The higher up I go in the tree, the scarier it gets. I used a 
harness and climbing equipment to secure myself, and 
not fall down on the rocks below.

When starting the building process I first of all I needed 
to clear the site. There were other trees far to close to 
my big pine tree, that needed to be taken down. This 
took a couple of days, and then the cleaning up after, 
gathering branches and cutting treetrunks, was hard 
work.

The different levels then came to produce different 
needs. 

The first level, I was able to stand on the ground. I could 
experiment and sketch while building. The surface to 
stand on was endless. Tools close at hand and supp-
lies near by. The weather was cold, with snow on the 
ground, but I managed to put up a basic sstructure at 
about 1,5 meters from ground level.

Finishing the first platform was an important step in the 
process. Feeling that the project might actually be suc-
cesfull.

The second platform however, came to be a bit more 
difficult. I was now standing on the small platform, buil-
ding the next one.  The tree trunk is strong and hard to 
drill into, making me sure that it was going to be able to 
support a building of the type I was imagining. Platform 
two connected about 1,7 meters above platform one. I 
also constructed small wooden ladders that would be-
come the staircase for my house. 

At this time, around easter, I had an accident with a 
handsaw. Had to go to the emergency room and get 
four stitches in my left thumb. This slowed down the 
process, and I had to take a break frome building at least 
ten days.

Platform three sits just about five meters from the 
ground. I am starting to feel the hight. And need to be 
extra carefull not to drop anything or fall down myself. 
The speed of constructing is much slower now. I keep 
doubting myself and the project as a whole. Will I be 
able to finish?

THE ARCHITECTURE 

With platform three done, I started sketching again. I 
had no idea what I wanted the house to look like. I knew 
it needed openings for viewing the surroundings in 
different directions. I knew that the basic construction 
used below could also be used for the platform of the 
house, even though it might need larger boards to span 
a longer distance from the tree. The trunk is only about 
35 centimeters in diameter up there, almost 7 meters 
from the ground.

The shapes and the movement in what I had built, wor-
ked as a spiral staircase. Each level turning with the next 
ladder, moving around the tree and climbing at the 
same time. the triangular form and that it was up in the 
air reminded me of a pinwheel. Maybe i could connect 
that to the house aswell?

Eary on I desided to work with tar to preserve the wood 
in my structure, But did not want it to be only tar, so the 
way I painted it made the lower level darker and the top 
levels lighter, using different amounts of solvent.

I knew this place would be a small space, after a tricky 
climb up the ladders, the room should feel safer and of-
fer different qualities when it came to light and air. You 
should feel close to nature, at the same time you could 
use the space as a viewing place from a distance. It could 
become a sort of landmark. And it should be intriguing 
to look at.

As an architect you often work in a birds view, and now I 
would actually create something at the level of the birds 
living around the site. What would it communicate?

Finally I would like to add that it is tricky to be both your 
own designer, builder and client. The project always felt 
very personal and almost private. But I tried to make 
more public, blogging the process, and also getting the 
feeling that everyone I talked to about the project se-
emed to also want a tree house. The childhood dream is 
still very much alove in all of us.

Approximate costs for the project:

Bauhaus      8200 kr
Beijers     300 kr
Northern Nature Energy  1000 kr
Biltema    200 kr

Landstinget Uppsala + Stockholm 450 kr
Train/bus    800 kr

Total:    (SEK) 10 950 kr
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Me, about 5 years old.

Myst, the tree world. Myst, the tree world. Tree house in Papua New Guinea, of the Korowai people. Tree house village in Costa Rica. The Nest, one of the builldings at the Tree House Point, Seattle.The site, Ängsvaktartorp, between Uppsala and Knivsta. Model for tree house in the Tree Lover, by Jonas Selberg AugustsénToo High Tea House, by Terunobi Fujimori The birdsnest and the mirror cube part of the Tree Hotels in Harads March 21: Trying out stability on the first platfom. Construction of the floor. The pipe wrench needed to get the screw pins in the tree. View of the construction from underneath Climbing and building April 24th: Platform 3 almost done.

February 5th: Working hard on clearing up the site. House sketches. Movements and roof openingIn the middle is my pine tree, before we cut down the trees around.

Beautiful weather while drilling holes, where the next platform should be.

May 14th: Testing the size of the platform for the house. Building wall sections on top. Carrying floor base up the tree Platform 4, floor for the house - finished Covering the walls and figuring out openings and windows Roof sections and walls are done Lifting up the walls Looking down the access hatch Roof flaps in place! Roof mechanism in place - works kind of like an umbrella.

View from the forest.

The house

Wall flaps open.

The tree house with one wall flap open May 28th: Tree house done!

Hotell Hackspett

1 2 3 4 5

April 6th 2015:
Sawing my left 

thumb with a hand 
saw . 4 stitches at the 

emergency room. 

KLARA ÖSTLUND

THE TREE HOUSE 
CHALLENGE?

thetreehouseprojectblog.wordpress.com

To be truly rooted in my final degree project, I 
decided to go back to something that fascinated 
me as a child; To live among the trees. 

I remember trees standing out as individuals, as 
landmarks, and as architecture.

Cultures all around the world displays importan-
ce in their relationship to trees, be it a source for 
shelter, food, symbolic references or playing as a 
child.

This project explores the actual building process, 
when constructing something in a living tree. It 
turns into both a physical and mental challange. 

This project is divided into two main modes; (1) a 
research activity, and (2) a building action. 

The method is almost an intuitive one, being in 
the tree, at the construction site, as I both come 
up with design concepts, metaphores and phy-
sical solutions for the project.

The conclusions are both sketches and real so-
lutions as much as the actual final tree house ex-
perience. 

You are all welcome to come and visit the site, 
10 km south of Uppsala, where it sits at about 7 
meters from the ground in an old pine tree.

Studio 1, supervised by: 
Anders Berenson

Ebba Hallin
Johan Paju 

Trees I remember:

View down over the fields

View over the buildings

View into the forest

The movement up the tree.



BARK - protective barrier

PHLOEM - transports sugars from photosynthesis down to the roots

CAMBIUM - growthwood layer

XYLEM/SAPWOOD - transports water and minerals up to the leaves

HEARTWOOD - holds the stability and rigidity of the tree
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The Obstacle Course
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My Linden Tree

The Tree House Tree

The Tree That Is No More

Willow

The Birch Twins

The Corner

Herb Garden

Animal Cemetary Apples

Swing and Hammock

Elderberry

The Flat King Stone

Horse Chestnut

The Neighbors

Eight Tops Tree

Put two 4 inch nails in 
the tree at the height 

where you want the 
structure. And while 

holding the board i pla-
ce, but a third nail at 
over it to secure the 

tilting. 

Drill a hole through the 
plank all the way to the 
bark, maybe a 6 mm wide. 

Now you have your points 
of entry for your at-
tachments in the tree.

Drill a hole with an 8 
mm in diameter in the 
tree, and enlarge the 

holes in the studs to 12 
mm to make room for the 

screw pins.

Remove everything and 
start putting the screw-

pins into the tree. 
Using a pipe wrench hel-

ps beacause a living 
tree has a very high 

density, and that makes 
it really tough.

Every screw pin also 
needs 3 metal disks, 
something to hold the 
distance to the tree, 

preferably a metal pipe 
sawed in to 2 cm pieces. 
And a 12 mm nut at the 

end.

Put the studs back up, 
try to get them on le-
vel, and screw them to-
gether with two of the 
80 mm long, 6 mm wide 

outdoor screws. 

Now it is time for the 
supporting stilts, saw 
them as shown in the 

illustration, and hold 
them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 

start with the decking 
of the floor. 

If you saw the planks up 
with a bit of a margin 

it is easier to put them 
in place. Now you need 

to think about keeping a 
reasonable air-flow  in 
the construction. Screw 
the wood in with deck-

ing screws with a gap of 
about 1 cm. 

Finally use a jigsaw, 
and cut away the edges 
to create the shape you 
want on your platform.  

screws:

screws pin:

angle iron

Do the same thing on the 
other three sides, amke 
sure you leave a distan-
ce of a couple of cen-
timeters to the tree. 
Now you should have a 

square around the tree. 
Fix them together with 
a screw in each of the 

joining points.

The ladders are made 
by cutting out notches 
in the siderails, like 

this:

Measure by using the 
parts for the steps with 
a distance of about 30 

cm apart.

Secure them with one 
screw, and watch out so 

they do not crack.

Except for timber, you 
also need:

- hammer and 4 inch nails
- screwdriver
- drilling machine
- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:
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- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:

The tree house manual: To build a tree house like mine, you need 
a relatively straight and tall tree. Slow 
growing trees hold  an added structure 
better than fast growing trees - the slow 
growth rate gives denser wood. 

Different types 
of tree houses:
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them as shown in the 
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them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 

start with the decking 
of the floor. 

If you saw the planks up 
with a bit of a margin 

it is easier to put them 
in place. Now you need 

to think about keeping a 
reasonable air-flow  in 
the construction. Screw 
the wood in with deck-

ing screws with a gap of 
about 1 cm. 

Finally use a jigsaw, 
and cut away the edges 
to create the shape you 
want on your platform.  
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21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:

WHY A TREEHOUSE?

Where I grew up, all the trees had their own 
names. They where individuals with different 
properties and characteristics.

The trees where both living and creators of 
space. They where, in a sence, architecture. It 
was like the hole area where I used to live, was 
filled with landmarks made only for us.

We only had a couple of neighbors, other than 
that it was the forest and the fields that bor-
dered our land.

Some of the trees had a higher value than oth-
ers. One tall pine tree for example, became a 
castle, with its high hanging branches, which 
created a large room underneath. (no.4)

Another tree, must have gotten hurt by maybe 
another tree fallling down a long time ago, and 
pulling parts of the tree with it. This spruce 

pine then held a number of different rooms. A 
basemnet on the ground. A living room, higher 
up. And a staircase on branches leading up in 
a spiral around the tree. Close to the top, the 
tower made for a great view. (no.5)

Next to that tree, was another good climbing 
tree. An ash with the lowest branch just within 
reach. One day, I fell down from that tree. A 
couple of years later, the tree died from our 
grazing sheep eating up the bark around 
the trunk. Today it still lies there, dead on the 
ground. (no.11)

Some of the trees on our site, made for or-
dinary functions like bearers of a swing, a 
hammock. Shading. Branches with fruits and 
flowers. But the trees with hidded functions 
had much more of a personality.

When I got a couple of years older, I used to 
play a computor game called MYST. It is an ex

citing puzzle game, where you try to find your 
way around an island, finding passwords and 
codes in different books around the place. 

My favorite level in the game, was the tree 
world.  That area went through a kind of a 
maze up amongst  the tree tops. It seemed like 
an abandoned village up there. With huts and 
houses with hanging bridges in between.

 A magical place which I wanted to experience 
for real.

A place for contemplation, and adventure.

THE DREAM

The dream of owning a treehouse, never left. 
When it was time to choose a theme for a my 
degree project I realized that I could utilise my 
childhood worlds to try something out in full 
scale.

What decisions will I make about the archi-
tecture in this, very specific, challange? When 
does it become architecture? Will I be able to 
do it all by myself? Will the buidling process 
challange and restrain me, or will I get new per-
spectives and a creative boost from it? What  
effect willl my economy and the time aspect 
have on the project? How personal, and how 
public can I make the process of my degree 
project? These were questions that I wanted 
to figure out an answer to.

That is when I started researching treehouses, 
and the construction of trees.

 

  

INSPIRATION AND RESEARCH

There are many different types of tree houses out there. 
Here are some examples….

In Costa Rica an eco-village was came to be as a way 
of saving parts of the rain forest. In the most extreme 
way of ”tree-hugging” the people responsible bought a 
piece of land and started building residential tree hou-
ses. Now the village works almost as a retreat for people 
who want to get away from busy city life, to work and 
live among the trees.

In Papua New Guinea there is a tribe called Korowai 
who lives in treehouses on stilts in the forest. They clear 
the area around the tree house and use that material to 
construct their buildings on top of some of the strong 
and fire safe hardwood trees available. The safety from 
rivaling tribes and flooding are the main reasons for the, 
live in the trees.

The japanese architect Terunobi Fujimori have built a 
couple of tree houses. Standing on top of trunks, the tre-
es are not living anymore but the houses look very ru-

ral, athe most famouse one being the Too Tall Tea Hou-
se, which utiles hight as part of the tea ritual, instead of 
having to crawl into the tea house, you climb up narrow 
ladders.

The American treehouse tradition seem to have more 
of a summer lodge, compact living, outdoors feel. Many 
of the buidlings look like regular houses, only lifted up 
between or around trees.

The Swedish examples I looked at are for example Hotell 
Hackspett (Hotel Woodpecker) which looks like a typical 
small red swedish cottage, but way up in a large tree. 
THe tree Hotell up north ahve many different types of 
tree houses, all design by architects and artists as a way 
to create a diverse tree house hotel village. 

While that project is an impressing one, the inspiration 
for it was Jonas Selberg Augustséns documentary the 
Tree Lover. In which he also builds a tree house. 

HOW TO

Many large treehouses are supported by several trees, 
and in order to make a construction in a  work properly 
there are a couple things you need to consider:

Because trees are living, growing entities, you need 
to ably a certain kind of method to the attachment of 
the house to the tree. If you are using more than one 
tree, there have to e joints in the construction. Trees 
are strong, and will probably not break during a storm. 
Instead it would surely break your house if you did not 
allow for it to move.

In my case I decided to work around only one tree. A 
tall individual with a diameter of over 50 centimeters 
at the base. There are no branches within reach, and 
no way to climb th tree without ladders or some kind 
of scaffolding. I estimated the tree to be around 15 me-
ters tall. And with a nearby standing building reaching 
around four meters from the ground, I wanted to come 
up above the roof and above every other house around. 
I wanted to reach the branches, to connect to the crown 
of the tree.

After talking to Jonas about his experience with building 
a tree house. I started to form my own oppinions on 
why and how to make my project possible. 

The tree exists in virtually every culture around the 
world, as an important symbol. Religious practises of-
ten talk about the tree of life. Trees are life-giving in how 
they provide both food for animals and fruit for humans, 
aswell as buidling material for housing. Shade and cover 
from sun and rain.  The most basic form of shelter - a 
tree trunk with the enclosing crown.

I believe many of us today need to be closer to nature 
than we usually are today. In sweden the relationship 
to the forest and the landscape around us have always 
been important, we have the Allemansrätten, and long 
traditions of hanging out close to water, meadows, and 
hills. But the more we move into cities and get away 
from nature, the distance it creates make for a longing 
and perhaps many of us need to be out there more.

I also talked to an Arborist about the actual tree I wanted 
to build in, in what way I could build, that would not hurt 
the tree, or not hurt it too much.

As many of you probably know the tree is protected by 
the bark. It creates a barrier that protects the stem aga-
inst water loss, the invasion of insects into the stem, and 
prevents infections by bacteria and fungal spores. 

All the important flows of water and transport of nut-
rients occur just underneath this layer. The trunk sup-
ports the crown with water and minerals, and the pho-
tosynthesis in the leaves supports the root with energy, 
and the air with oxygen.

If you injure the protective bark all the way around the 
tree, you are at the risk of killing it. Smaller holes are 
much less invasive than putting a collar or a structure 
thightly around any part of a tree. The tree also heals 
itself if injured, the bark grows over, as long as it stays 
untouched.

Making it an easy decision using screws instead of suf-
focating the tree, I also knew that the most rational way 
of building now wood be using a wooden structure, 
with metal screws and metal disks separating the living 
tree from the dead wood. Keeping the bark fresh while 
staying away from its surface.

BUILDING PROCESS

To be able to manage the construction on my own, I 
secured the pieces with nails before I drilled and out in 
the Screw pins, I found in Norrtälje. I kept a distance to 
the tree, to enable additional growth of the tree. 

The four different boards connect into the tree, and into 
each other, locking them together. But to give the plat-
form extra stability I also out a supporting piece in a 45 
degree angle from halfway out the console and against 
the tree.

The higher up I go in the tree, the scarier it gets. I used a 
harness and climbing equipment to secure myself, and 
not fall down on the rocks below.

When starting the building process I first of all I needed 
to clear the site. There were other trees far to close to 
my big pine tree, that needed to be taken down. This 
took a couple of days, and then the cleaning up after, 
gathering branches and cutting treetrunks, was hard 
work.

The different levels then came to produce different 
needs. 

The first level, I was able to stand on the ground. I could 
experiment and sketch while building. The surface to 
stand on was endless. Tools close at hand and supp-
lies near by. The weather was cold, with snow on the 
ground, but I managed to put up a basic sstructure at 
about 1,5 meters from ground level.

Finishing the first platform was an important step in the 
process. Feeling that the project might actually be suc-
cesfull.

The second platform however, came to be a bit more 
difficult. I was now standing on the small platform, buil-
ding the next one.  The tree trunk is strong and hard to 
drill into, making me sure that it was going to be able to 
support a building of the type I was imagining. Platform 
two connected about 1,7 meters above platform one. I 
also constructed small wooden ladders that would be-
come the staircase for my house. 

At this time, around easter, I had an accident with a 
handsaw. Had to go to the emergency room and get 
four stitches in my left thumb. This slowed down the 
process, and I had to take a break frome building at least 
ten days.

Platform three sits just about five meters from the 
ground. I am starting to feel the hight. And need to be 
extra carefull not to drop anything or fall down myself. 
The speed of constructing is much slower now. I keep 
doubting myself and the project as a whole. Will I be 
able to finish?

THE ARCHITECTURE 

With platform three done, I started sketching again. I 
had no idea what I wanted the house to look like. I knew 
it needed openings for viewing the surroundings in 
different directions. I knew that the basic construction 
used below could also be used for the platform of the 
house, even though it might need larger boards to span 
a longer distance from the tree. The trunk is only about 
35 centimeters in diameter up there, almost 7 meters 
from the ground.

The shapes and the movement in what I had built, wor-
ked as a spiral staircase. Each level turning with the next 
ladder, moving around the tree and climbing at the 
same time. the triangular form and that it was up in the 
air reminded me of a pinwheel. Maybe i could connect 
that to the house aswell?

Eary on I desided to work with tar to preserve the wood 
in my structure, But did not want it to be only tar, so the 
way I painted it made the lower level darker and the top 
levels lighter, using different amounts of solvent.

I knew this place would be a small space, after a tricky 
climb up the ladders, the room should feel safer and of-
fer different qualities when it came to light and air. You 
should feel close to nature, at the same time you could 
use the space as a viewing place from a distance. It could 
become a sort of landmark. And it should be intriguing 
to look at.

As an architect you often work in a birds view, and now I 
would actually create something at the level of the birds 
living around the site. What would it communicate?

Finally I would like to add that it is tricky to be both your 
own designer, builder and client. The project always felt 
very personal and almost private. But I tried to make 
more public, blogging the process, and also getting the 
feeling that everyone I talked to about the project se-
emed to also want a tree house. The childhood dream is 
still very much alove in all of us.

Approximate costs for the project:

Bauhaus      8200 kr
Beijers     300 kr
Northern Nature Energy  1000 kr
Biltema    200 kr

Landstinget Uppsala + Stockholm 450 kr
Train/bus    800 kr

Total:    (SEK) 10 950 kr
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Me, about 5 years old.

Myst, the tree world. Myst, the tree world. Tree house in Papua New Guinea, of the Korowai people. Tree house village in Costa Rica. The Nest, one of the builldings at the Tree House Point, Seattle.The site, Ängsvaktartorp, between Uppsala and Knivsta. Model for tree house in the Tree Lover, by Jonas Selberg AugustsénToo High Tea House, by Terunobi Fujimori The birdsnest and the mirror cube part of the Tree Hotels in Harads March 21: Trying out stability on the first platfom. Construction of the floor. The pipe wrench needed to get the screw pins in the tree. View of the construction from underneath Climbing and building April 24th: Platform 3 almost done.

February 5th: Working hard on clearing up the site. House sketches. Movements and roof openingIn the middle is my pine tree, before we cut down the trees around.

Beautiful weather while drilling holes, where the next platform should be.

May 14th: Testing the size of the platform for the house. Building wall sections on top. Carrying floor base up the tree Platform 4, floor for the house - finished Covering the walls and figuring out openings and windows Roof sections and walls are done Lifting up the walls Looking down the access hatch Roof flaps in place! Roof mechanism in place - works kind of like an umbrella.

View from the forest.

The house

Wall flaps open.

The tree house with one wall flap open May 28th: Tree house done!

Hotell Hackspett

1 2 3 4 5

April 6th 2015:
Sawing my left 

thumb with a hand 
saw . 4 stitches at the 

emergency room. 

KLARA ÖSTLUND

THE TREE HOUSE 
CHALLENGE?

thetreehouseprojectblog.wordpress.com

To be truly rooted in my final degree project, I 
decided to go back to something that fascinated 
me as a child; To live among the trees. 

I remember trees standing out as individuals, as 
landmarks, and as architecture.

Cultures all around the world displays importan-
ce in their relationship to trees, be it a source for 
shelter, food, symbolic references or playing as a 
child.

This project explores the actual building process, 
when constructing something in a living tree. It 
turns into both a physical and mental challange. 

This project is divided into two main modes; (1) a 
research activity, and (2) a building action. 

The method is almost an intuitive one, being in 
the tree, at the construction site, as I both come 
up with design concepts, metaphores and phy-
sical solutions for the project.

The conclusions are both sketches and real so-
lutions as much as the actual final tree house ex-
perience. 

You are all welcome to come and visit the site, 
10 km south of Uppsala, where it sits at about 7 
meters from the ground in an old pine tree.

Studio 1, supervised by: 
Anders Berenson

Ebba Hallin
Johan Paju 

Trees I remember:

View down over the fields

View over the buildings

View into the forest

The movement up the tree.



BARK - protective barrier

PHLOEM - transports sugars from photosynthesis down to the roots

CAMBIUM - growthwood layer

XYLEM/SAPWOOD - transports water and minerals up to the leaves

HEARTWOOD - holds the stability and rigidity of the tree
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The Corner

Herb Garden
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Swing and Hammock

Elderberry

The Flat King Stone

Horse Chestnut

The Neighbors

Eight Tops Tree

Put two 4 inch nails in 
the tree at the height 

where you want the 
structure. And while 

holding the board i pla-
ce, but a third nail at 
over it to secure the 

tilting. 

Drill a hole through the 
plank all the way to the 
bark, maybe a 6 mm wide. 

Now you have your points 
of entry for your at-
tachments in the tree.

Drill a hole with an 8 
mm in diameter in the 
tree, and enlarge the 

holes in the studs to 12 
mm to make room for the 

screw pins.

Remove everything and 
start putting the screw-

pins into the tree. 
Using a pipe wrench hel-

ps beacause a living 
tree has a very high 

density, and that makes 
it really tough.

Every screw pin also 
needs 3 metal disks, 
something to hold the 
distance to the tree, 
preferably a metal pipe 
sawed in to 2 cm pieces. 
And a 12 mm nut at the 

end.

Put the studs back up, 
try to get them on le-
vel, and screw them to-
gether with two of the 
80 mm long, 6 mm wide 

outdoor screws. 

Now it is time for the 
supporting stilts, saw 
them as shown in the 
illustration, and hold 
them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 
start with the decking 

of the floor. 

If you saw the planks up 
with a bit of a margin 
it is easier to put them 
in place. Now you need 
to think about keeping a 
reasonable air-flow  in 
the construction. Screw 
the wood in with deck-
ing screws with a gap of 

about 1 cm. 

Finally use a jigsaw, 
and cut away the edges 
to create the shape you 
want on your platform.  

screws:

screws pin:

angle iron

Do the same thing on the 
other three sides, amke 
sure you leave a distan-
ce of a couple of cen-
timeters to the tree. 
Now you should have a 
square around the tree. 
Fix them together with 
a screw in each of the 

joining points.

The ladders are made 
by cutting out notches 
in the siderails, like 

this:

Measure by using the 
parts for the steps with 
a distance of about 30 

cm apart.

Secure them with one 
screw, and watch out so 

they do not crack.

Except for timber, you 
also need:

- hammer and 4 inch nails
- screwdriver
- drilling machine
- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:
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properties and characteristics.

The trees where both living and creators of 
space. They where, in a sence, architecture. It 
was like the hole area where I used to live, was 
filled with landmarks made only for us.

We only had a couple of neighbors, other than 
that it was the forest and the fields that bor-
dered our land.

Some of the trees had a higher value than oth-
ers. One tall pine tree for example, became a 
castle, with its high hanging branches, which 
created a large room underneath. (no.4)

Another tree, must have gotten hurt by maybe 
another tree fallling down a long time ago, and 
pulling parts of the tree with it. This spruce 

pine then held a number of different rooms. A 
basemnet on the ground. A living room, higher 
up. And a staircase on branches leading up in 
a spiral around the tree. Close to the top, the 
tower made for a great view. (no.5)

Next to that tree, was another good climbing 
tree. An ash with the lowest branch just within 
reach. One day, I fell down from that tree. A 
couple of years later, the tree died from our 
grazing sheep eating up the bark around 
the trunk. Today it still lies there, dead on the 
ground. (no.11)

Some of the trees on our site, made for or-
dinary functions like bearers of a swing, a 
hammock. Shading. Branches with fruits and 
flowers. But the trees with hidded functions 
had much more of a personality.

When I got a couple of years older, I used to 
play a computor game called MYST. It is an ex

citing puzzle game, where you try to find your 
way around an island, finding passwords and 
codes in different books around the place. 

My favorite level in the game, was the tree 
world.  That area went through a kind of a 
maze up amongst  the tree tops. It seemed like 
an abandoned village up there. With huts and 
houses with hanging bridges in between.

 A magical place which I wanted to experience 
for real.

A place for contemplation, and adventure.

THE DREAM

The dream of owning a treehouse, never left. 
When it was time to choose a theme for a my 
degree project I realized that I could utilise my 
childhood worlds to try something out in full 
scale.

What decisions will I make about the archi-
tecture in this, very specific, challange? When 
does it become architecture? Will I be able to 
do it all by myself? Will the buidling process 
challange and restrain me, or will I get new per-
spectives and a creative boost from it? What  
effect willl my economy and the time aspect 
have on the project? How personal, and how 
public can I make the process of my degree 
project? These were questions that I wanted 
to figure out an answer to.

That is when I started researching treehouses, 
and the construction of trees.

 

  

INSPIRATION AND RESEARCH

There are many different types of tree houses out there. 
Here are some examples….

In Costa Rica an eco-village was came to be as a way 
of saving parts of the rain forest. In the most extreme 
way of ”tree-hugging” the people responsible bought a 
piece of land and started building residential tree hou-
ses. Now the village works almost as a retreat for people 
who want to get away from busy city life, to work and 
live among the trees.

In Papua New Guinea there is a tribe called Korowai 
who lives in treehouses on stilts in the forest. They clear 
the area around the tree house and use that material to 
construct their buildings on top of some of the strong 
and fire safe hardwood trees available. The safety from 
rivaling tribes and flooding are the main reasons for the, 
live in the trees.

The japanese architect Terunobi Fujimori have built a 
couple of tree houses. Standing on top of trunks, the tre-
es are not living anymore but the houses look very ru-

ral, athe most famouse one being the Too Tall Tea Hou-
se, which utiles hight as part of the tea ritual, instead of 
having to crawl into the tea house, you climb up narrow 
ladders.

The American treehouse tradition seem to have more 
of a summer lodge, compact living, outdoors feel. Many 
of the buidlings look like regular houses, only lifted up 
between or around trees.

The Swedish examples I looked at are for example Hotell 
Hackspett (Hotel Woodpecker) which looks like a typical 
small red swedish cottage, but way up in a large tree. 
THe tree Hotell up north ahve many different types of 
tree houses, all design by architects and artists as a way 
to create a diverse tree house hotel village. 

While that project is an impressing one, the inspiration 
for it was Jonas Selberg Augustséns documentary the 
Tree Lover. In which he also builds a tree house. 

HOW TO

Many large treehouses are supported by several trees, 
and in order to make a construction in a  work properly 
there are a couple things you need to consider:

Because trees are living, growing entities, you need 
to ably a certain kind of method to the attachment of 
the house to the tree. If you are using more than one 
tree, there have to e joints in the construction. Trees 
are strong, and will probably not break during a storm. 
Instead it would surely break your house if you did not 
allow for it to move.

In my case I decided to work around only one tree. A 
tall individual with a diameter of over 50 centimeters 
at the base. There are no branches within reach, and 
no way to climb th tree without ladders or some kind 
of scaffolding. I estimated the tree to be around 15 me-
ters tall. And with a nearby standing building reaching 
around four meters from the ground, I wanted to come 
up above the roof and above every other house around. 
I wanted to reach the branches, to connect to the crown 
of the tree.

After talking to Jonas about his experience with building 
a tree house. I started to form my own oppinions on 
why and how to make my project possible. 

The tree exists in virtually every culture around the 
world, as an important symbol. Religious practises of-
ten talk about the tree of life. Trees are life-giving in how 
they provide both food for animals and fruit for humans, 
aswell as buidling material for housing. Shade and cover 
from sun and rain.  The most basic form of shelter - a 
tree trunk with the enclosing crown.

I believe many of us today need to be closer to nature 
than we usually are today. In sweden the relationship 
to the forest and the landscape around us have always 
been important, we have the Allemansrätten, and long 
traditions of hanging out close to water, meadows, and 
hills. But the more we move into cities and get away 
from nature, the distance it creates make for a longing 
and perhaps many of us need to be out there more.

I also talked to an Arborist about the actual tree I wanted 
to build in, in what way I could build, that would not hurt 
the tree, or not hurt it too much.

As many of you probably know the tree is protected by 
the bark. It creates a barrier that protects the stem aga-
inst water loss, the invasion of insects into the stem, and 
prevents infections by bacteria and fungal spores. 

All the important flows of water and transport of nut-
rients occur just underneath this layer. The trunk sup-
ports the crown with water and minerals, and the pho-
tosynthesis in the leaves supports the root with energy, 
and the air with oxygen.

If you injure the protective bark all the way around the 
tree, you are at the risk of killing it. Smaller holes are 
much less invasive than putting a collar or a structure 
thightly around any part of a tree. The tree also heals 
itself if injured, the bark grows over, as long as it stays 
untouched.

Making it an easy decision using screws instead of suf-
focating the tree, I also knew that the most rational way 
of building now wood be using a wooden structure, 
with metal screws and metal disks separating the living 
tree from the dead wood. Keeping the bark fresh while 
staying away from its surface.

BUILDING PROCESS

To be able to manage the construction on my own, I 
secured the pieces with nails before I drilled and out in 
the Screw pins, I found in Norrtälje. I kept a distance to 
the tree, to enable additional growth of the tree. 

The four different boards connect into the tree, and into 
each other, locking them together. But to give the plat-
form extra stability I also out a supporting piece in a 45 
degree angle from halfway out the console and against 
the tree.

The higher up I go in the tree, the scarier it gets. I used a 
harness and climbing equipment to secure myself, and 
not fall down on the rocks below.

When starting the building process I first of all I needed 
to clear the site. There were other trees far to close to 
my big pine tree, that needed to be taken down. This 
took a couple of days, and then the cleaning up after, 
gathering branches and cutting treetrunks, was hard 
work.

The different levels then came to produce different 
needs. 

The first level, I was able to stand on the ground. I could 
experiment and sketch while building. The surface to 
stand on was endless. Tools close at hand and supp-
lies near by. The weather was cold, with snow on the 
ground, but I managed to put up a basic sstructure at 
about 1,5 meters from ground level.

Finishing the first platform was an important step in the 
process. Feeling that the project might actually be suc-
cesfull.

The second platform however, came to be a bit more 
difficult. I was now standing on the small platform, buil-
ding the next one.  The tree trunk is strong and hard to 
drill into, making me sure that it was going to be able to 
support a building of the type I was imagining. Platform 
two connected about 1,7 meters above platform one. I 
also constructed small wooden ladders that would be-
come the staircase for my house. 

At this time, around easter, I had an accident with a 
handsaw. Had to go to the emergency room and get 
four stitches in my left thumb. This slowed down the 
process, and I had to take a break frome building at least 
ten days.

Platform three sits just about five meters from the 
ground. I am starting to feel the hight. And need to be 
extra carefull not to drop anything or fall down myself. 
The speed of constructing is much slower now. I keep 
doubting myself and the project as a whole. Will I be 
able to finish?

THE ARCHITECTURE 

With platform three done, I started sketching again. I 
had no idea what I wanted the house to look like. I knew 
it needed openings for viewing the surroundings in 
different directions. I knew that the basic construction 
used below could also be used for the platform of the 
house, even though it might need larger boards to span 
a longer distance from the tree. The trunk is only about 
35 centimeters in diameter up there, almost 7 meters 
from the ground.

The shapes and the movement in what I had built, wor-
ked as a spiral staircase. Each level turning with the next 
ladder, moving around the tree and climbing at the 
same time. the triangular form and that it was up in the 
air reminded me of a pinwheel. Maybe i could connect 
that to the house aswell?

Eary on I desided to work with tar to preserve the wood 
in my structure, But did not want it to be only tar, so the 
way I painted it made the lower level darker and the top 
levels lighter, using different amounts of solvent.

I knew this place would be a small space, after a tricky 
climb up the ladders, the room should feel safer and of-
fer different qualities when it came to light and air. You 
should feel close to nature, at the same time you could 
use the space as a viewing place from a distance. It could 
become a sort of landmark. And it should be intriguing 
to look at.

As an architect you often work in a birds view, and now I 
would actually create something at the level of the birds 
living around the site. What would it communicate?

Finally I would like to add that it is tricky to be both your 
own designer, builder and client. The project always felt 
very personal and almost private. But I tried to make 
more public, blogging the process, and also getting the 
feeling that everyone I talked to about the project se-
emed to also want a tree house. The childhood dream is 
still very much alove in all of us.

Approximate costs for the project:

Bauhaus      8200 kr
Beijers     300 kr
Northern Nature Energy  1000 kr
Biltema    200 kr

Landstinget Uppsala + Stockholm 450 kr
Train/bus    800 kr

Total:    (SEK) 10 950 kr
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Me, about 5 years old.

Myst, the tree world. Myst, the tree world. Tree house in Papua New Guinea, of the Korowai people. Tree house village in Costa Rica. The Nest, one of the builldings at the Tree House Point, Seattle.The site, Ängsvaktartorp, between Uppsala and Knivsta. Model for tree house in the Tree Lover, by Jonas Selberg AugustsénToo High Tea House, by Terunobi Fujimori The birdsnest and the mirror cube part of the Tree Hotels in Harads March 21: Trying out stability on the first platfom. Construction of the floor. The pipe wrench needed to get the screw pins in the tree. View of the construction from underneath Climbing and building April 24th: Platform 3 almost done.

February 5th: Working hard on clearing up the site. House sketches. Movements and roof openingIn the middle is my pine tree, before we cut down the trees around.

Beautiful weather while drilling holes, where the next platform should be.

May 14th: Testing the size of the platform for the house. Building wall sections on top. Carrying floor base up the tree Platform 4, floor for the house - finished Covering the walls and figuring out openings and windows Roof sections and walls are done Lifting up the walls Looking down the access hatch Roof flaps in place! Roof mechanism in place - works kind of like an umbrella.

View from the forest.

The house

Wall flaps open.

The tree house with one wall flap open May 28th: Tree house done!

Hotell Hackspett

1 2 3 4 5

April 6th 2015:
Sawing my left 

thumb with a hand 
saw . 4 stitches at the 

emergency room. 

KLARA ÖSTLUND

THE TREE HOUSE 
CHALLENGE?

thetreehouseprojectblog.wordpress.com

To be truly rooted in my final degree project, I 
decided to go back to something that fascinated 
me as a child; To live among the trees. 

I remember trees standing out as individuals, as 
landmarks, and as architecture.

Cultures all around the world displays importan-
ce in their relationship to trees, be it a source for 
shelter, food, symbolic references or playing as a 
child.

This project explores the actual building process, 
when constructing something in a living tree. It 
turns into both a physical and mental challange. 

This project is divided into two main modes; (1) a 
research activity, and (2) a building action. 

The method is almost an intuitive one, being in 
the tree, at the construction site, as I both come 
up with design concepts, metaphores and phy-
sical solutions for the project.

The conclusions are both sketches and real so-
lutions as much as the actual final tree house ex-
perience. 

You are all welcome to come and visit the site, 
10 km south of Uppsala, where it sits at about 7 
meters from the ground in an old pine tree.

Studio 1, supervised by: 
Anders Berenson

Ebba Hallin
Johan Paju 

Trees I remember:

View down over the fields

View over the buildings

View into the forest

The movement up the tree.



BARK - protective barrier

PHLOEM - transports sugars from photosynthesis down to the roots

CAMBIUM - growthwood layer

XYLEM/SAPWOOD - transports water and minerals up to the leaves

HEARTWOOD - holds the stability and rigidity of the tree
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The Neighbors

Eight Tops Tree

Put two 4 inch nails in 
the tree at the height 

where you want the 
structure. And while 

holding the board i pla-
ce, but a third nail at 
over it to secure the 

tilting. 

Drill a hole through the 
plank all the way to the 
bark, maybe a 6 mm wide. 

Now you have your points 
of entry for your at-
tachments in the tree.

Drill a hole with an 8 
mm in diameter in the 
tree, and enlarge the 

holes in the studs to 12 
mm to make room for the 

screw pins.

Remove everything and 
start putting the screw-

pins into the tree. 
Using a pipe wrench hel-

ps beacause a living 
tree has a very high 

density, and that makes 
it really tough.

Every screw pin also 
needs 3 metal disks, 
something to hold the 
distance to the tree, 

preferably a metal pipe 
sawed in to 2 cm pieces. 
And a 12 mm nut at the 

end.

Put the studs back up, 
try to get them on le-
vel, and screw them to-
gether with two of the 
80 mm long, 6 mm wide 

outdoor screws. 

Now it is time for the 
supporting stilts, saw 
them as shown in the 

illustration, and hold 
them in place to get 
the possition for the 

notches, which will hold 
them in place, and take 
up the up-down forces. 

Use the same method as 
before, to drill the 

holes through the studs 
and into the tree. 

When the load bearing 
structure is secure you 
can climb on top and 

start with the decking 
of the floor. 

If you saw the planks up 
with a bit of a margin 

it is easier to put them 
in place. Now you need 

to think about keeping a 
reasonable air-flow  in 
the construction. Screw 
the wood in with deck-
ing screws with a gap of 

about 1 cm. 

Finally use a jigsaw, 
and cut away the edges 
to create the shape you 
want on your platform.  

screws:

screws pin:

angle iron

Do the same thing on the 
other three sides, amke 
sure you leave a distan-
ce of a couple of cen-
timeters to the tree. 
Now you should have a 

square around the tree. 
Fix them together with 
a screw in each of the 

joining points.

The ladders are made 
by cutting out notches 
in the siderails, like 

this:

Measure by using the 
parts for the steps with 
a distance of about 30 

cm apart.

Secure them with one 
screw, and watch out so 

they do not crack.

Except for timber, you 
also need:

- hammer and 4 inch nails
- screwdriver
- drilling machine
- oudoor screws
- angle iron
- screw pins
- nuts and disks + spacer
- masking tape
- a tree
- a level
- tar
- handsaw
- jigsaw
- cutting table
- sketch pad
- yardstick
- pencil
- chisel and mallet
- climbing equipment

21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:
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21 x 95 inch 
wood + outdoor 
decking screws:

The tree house manual: To build a tree house like mine, you need 
a relatively straight and tall tree. Slow 
growing trees hold  an added structure 
better than fast growing trees - the slow 
growth rate gives denser wood. 

Different types 
of tree houses:
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ers. One tall pine tree for example, became a 
castle, with its high hanging branches, which 
created a large room underneath. (no.4)
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es are not living anymore but the houses look very ru-

ral, athe most famouse one being the Too Tall Tea Hou-
se, which utiles hight as part of the tea ritual, instead of 
having to crawl into the tea house, you climb up narrow 
ladders.

The American treehouse tradition seem to have more 
of a summer lodge, compact living, outdoors feel. Many 
of the buidlings look like regular houses, only lifted up 
between or around trees.

The Swedish examples I looked at are for example Hotell 
Hackspett (Hotel Woodpecker) which looks like a typical 
small red swedish cottage, but way up in a large tree. 
THe tree Hotell up north ahve many different types of 
tree houses, all design by architects and artists as a way 
to create a diverse tree house hotel village. 

While that project is an impressing one, the inspiration 
for it was Jonas Selberg Augustséns documentary the 
Tree Lover. In which he also builds a tree house. 

HOW TO

Many large treehouses are supported by several trees, 
and in order to make a construction in a  work properly 
there are a couple things you need to consider:

Because trees are living, growing entities, you need 
to ably a certain kind of method to the attachment of 
the house to the tree. If you are using more than one 
tree, there have to e joints in the construction. Trees 
are strong, and will probably not break during a storm. 
Instead it would surely break your house if you did not 
allow for it to move.

In my case I decided to work around only one tree. A 
tall individual with a diameter of over 50 centimeters 
at the base. There are no branches within reach, and 
no way to climb th tree without ladders or some kind 
of scaffolding. I estimated the tree to be around 15 me-
ters tall. And with a nearby standing building reaching 
around four meters from the ground, I wanted to come 
up above the roof and above every other house around. 
I wanted to reach the branches, to connect to the crown 
of the tree.

After talking to Jonas about his experience with building 
a tree house. I started to form my own oppinions on 
why and how to make my project possible. 

The tree exists in virtually every culture around the 
world, as an important symbol. Religious practises of-
ten talk about the tree of life. Trees are life-giving in how 
they provide both food for animals and fruit for humans, 
aswell as buidling material for housing. Shade and cover 
from sun and rain.  The most basic form of shelter - a 
tree trunk with the enclosing crown.

I believe many of us today need to be closer to nature 
than we usually are today. In sweden the relationship 
to the forest and the landscape around us have always 
been important, we have the Allemansrätten, and long 
traditions of hanging out close to water, meadows, and 
hills. But the more we move into cities and get away 
from nature, the distance it creates make for a longing 
and perhaps many of us need to be out there more.

I also talked to an Arborist about the actual tree I wanted 
to build in, in what way I could build, that would not hurt 
the tree, or not hurt it too much.

As many of you probably know the tree is protected by 
the bark. It creates a barrier that protects the stem aga-
inst water loss, the invasion of insects into the stem, and 
prevents infections by bacteria and fungal spores. 

All the important flows of water and transport of nut-
rients occur just underneath this layer. The trunk sup-
ports the crown with water and minerals, and the pho-
tosynthesis in the leaves supports the root with energy, 
and the air with oxygen.

If you injure the protective bark all the way around the 
tree, you are at the risk of killing it. Smaller holes are 
much less invasive than putting a collar or a structure 
thightly around any part of a tree. The tree also heals 
itself if injured, the bark grows over, as long as it stays 
untouched.

Making it an easy decision using screws instead of suf-
focating the tree, I also knew that the most rational way 
of building now wood be using a wooden structure, 
with metal screws and metal disks separating the living 
tree from the dead wood. Keeping the bark fresh while 
staying away from its surface.

BUILDING PROCESS

To be able to manage the construction on my own, I 
secured the pieces with nails before I drilled and out in 
the Screw pins, I found in Norrtälje. I kept a distance to 
the tree, to enable additional growth of the tree. 

The four different boards connect into the tree, and into 
each other, locking them together. But to give the plat-
form extra stability I also out a supporting piece in a 45 
degree angle from halfway out the console and against 
the tree.

The higher up I go in the tree, the scarier it gets. I used a 
harness and climbing equipment to secure myself, and 
not fall down on the rocks below.

When starting the building process I first of all I needed 
to clear the site. There were other trees far to close to 
my big pine tree, that needed to be taken down. This 
took a couple of days, and then the cleaning up after, 
gathering branches and cutting treetrunks, was hard 
work.

The different levels then came to produce different 
needs. 

The first level, I was able to stand on the ground. I could 
experiment and sketch while building. The surface to 
stand on was endless. Tools close at hand and supp-
lies near by. The weather was cold, with snow on the 
ground, but I managed to put up a basic sstructure at 
about 1,5 meters from ground level.

Finishing the first platform was an important step in the 
process. Feeling that the project might actually be suc-
cesfull.

The second platform however, came to be a bit more 
difficult. I was now standing on the small platform, buil-
ding the next one.  The tree trunk is strong and hard to 
drill into, making me sure that it was going to be able to 
support a building of the type I was imagining. Platform 
two connected about 1,7 meters above platform one. I 
also constructed small wooden ladders that would be-
come the staircase for my house. 

At this time, around easter, I had an accident with a 
handsaw. Had to go to the emergency room and get 
four stitches in my left thumb. This slowed down the 
process, and I had to take a break frome building at least 
ten days.

Platform three sits just about five meters from the 
ground. I am starting to feel the hight. And need to be 
extra carefull not to drop anything or fall down myself. 
The speed of constructing is much slower now. I keep 
doubting myself and the project as a whole. Will I be 
able to finish?

THE ARCHITECTURE 

With platform three done, I started sketching again. I 
had no idea what I wanted the house to look like. I knew 
it needed openings for viewing the surroundings in 
different directions. I knew that the basic construction 
used below could also be used for the platform of the 
house, even though it might need larger boards to span 
a longer distance from the tree. The trunk is only about 
35 centimeters in diameter up there, almost 7 meters 
from the ground.

The shapes and the movement in what I had built, wor-
ked as a spiral staircase. Each level turning with the next 
ladder, moving around the tree and climbing at the 
same time. the triangular form and that it was up in the 
air reminded me of a pinwheel. Maybe i could connect 
that to the house aswell?

Eary on I desided to work with tar to preserve the wood 
in my structure, But did not want it to be only tar, so the 
way I painted it made the lower level darker and the top 
levels lighter, using different amounts of solvent.

I knew this place would be a small space, after a tricky 
climb up the ladders, the room should feel safer and of-
fer different qualities when it came to light and air. You 
should feel close to nature, at the same time you could 
use the space as a viewing place from a distance. It could 
become a sort of landmark. And it should be intriguing 
to look at.

As an architect you often work in a birds view, and now I 
would actually create something at the level of the birds 
living around the site. What would it communicate?

Finally I would like to add that it is tricky to be both your 
own designer, builder and client. The project always felt 
very personal and almost private. But I tried to make 
more public, blogging the process, and also getting the 
feeling that everyone I talked to about the project se-
emed to also want a tree house. The childhood dream is 
still very much alove in all of us.

Approximate costs for the project:

Bauhaus      8200 kr
Beijers     300 kr
Northern Nature Energy  1000 kr
Biltema    200 kr

Landstinget Uppsala + Stockholm 450 kr
Train/bus    800 kr

Total:    (SEK) 10 950 kr
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Me, about 5 years old.

Myst, the tree world. Myst, the tree world. Tree house in Papua New Guinea, of the Korowai people. Tree house village in Costa Rica. The Nest, one of the builldings at the Tree House Point, Seattle.The site, Ängsvaktartorp, between Uppsala and Knivsta. Model for tree house in the Tree Lover, by Jonas Selberg AugustsénToo High Tea House, by Terunobi Fujimori The birdsnest and the mirror cube part of the Tree Hotels in Harads March 21: Trying out stability on the first platfom. Construction of the floor. The pipe wrench needed to get the screw pins in the tree. View of the construction from underneath Climbing and building April 24th: Platform 3 almost done.

February 5th: Working hard on clearing up the site. House sketches. Movements and roof openingIn the middle is my pine tree, before we cut down the trees around.

Beautiful weather while drilling holes, where the next platform should be.

May 14th: Testing the size of the platform for the house. Building wall sections on top. Carrying floor base up the tree Platform 4, floor for the house - finished Covering the walls and figuring out openings and windows Roof sections and walls are done Lifting up the walls Looking down the access hatch Roof flaps in place! Roof mechanism in place - works kind of like an umbrella.

View from the forest.

The house

Wall flaps open.

The tree house with one wall flap open May 28th: Tree house done!

Hotell Hackspett

1 2 3 4 5

April 6th 2015:
Sawing my left 

thumb with a hand 
saw . 4 stitches at the 

emergency room. 

KLARA ÖSTLUND

THE TREE HOUSE 
CHALLENGE?

thetreehouseprojectblog.wordpress.com

To be truly rooted in my final degree project, I 
decided to go back to something that fascinated 
me as a child; To live among the trees. 

I remember trees standing out as individuals, as 
landmarks, and as architecture.

Cultures all around the world displays importan-
ce in their relationship to trees, be it a source for 
shelter, food, symbolic references or playing as a 
child.

This project explores the actual building process, 
when constructing something in a living tree. It 
turns into both a physical and mental challange. 

This project is divided into two main modes; (1) a 
research activity, and (2) a building action. 

The method is almost an intuitive one, being in 
the tree, at the construction site, as I both come 
up with design concepts, metaphores and phy-
sical solutions for the project.

The conclusions are both sketches and real so-
lutions as much as the actual final tree house ex-
perience. 

You are all welcome to come and visit the site, 
10 km south of Uppsala, where it sits at about 7 
meters from the ground in an old pine tree.

Studio 1, supervised by: 
Anders Berenson

Ebba Hallin
Johan Paju 

Trees I remember:

View down over the fields

View over the buildings

View into the forest

The movement up the tree.


